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PROCESS FOR FILLING AMUFFLER SHELL 
WITH FIBROUS MATERIAL 

SPECIFICATION 

TECHNICAL FIELD AND INDUSTRIAL 
APPLICABILITY OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to a process for filling a 
muffler shell with fibrous material. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 U.S. Pat. No. 4,569,471 to Ingemansson et al. 
describes a process and apparatus for feeding lengths of a 
continuous glass fiber strand into a muffler outer shell. The 
apparatus includes a nozzle for expanding the fiber Strand 
into a wool-like material before the material enters the outer 
shell. In a first embodiment, filling of an outer cylinder 14 
of the muffler shell occurs without an end-piece joined to the 
outer cylinder 14. After the filling operation is completed, 
the outer cylinder 14 is moved to a separate Station where the 
end piece is welded onto the outer cylinder 14. In a Second 
embodiment, illustrated in FIG. 3, a perforated pipe/outer 
end piece assembly is positioned only part way into the 
muffler Outer cylinder 14 during the glass material filling 
operation. After the filling operation has been completed, the 
perforated pipe/end piece assembly is moved to its final 
position within the outer cylinder 14. 
0003. The 471 patent process is acceptable when filling 
a muffler shell of the type including a separate end piece or 
perforated pipe/outer end piece assembly. However, the 
proceSS is typically not used with clam shell mufflers com 
prising first and Second halves which, when coupled 
together and enclosing a perforated pipe, do not have an 
open end through which fibrous material may be fed. Some 
clam shell mufflers include internal plates which are posi 
tioned in face-to-face relationship and located between outer 
shell parts; see for example U.S. Pat. No. 5,859,394. 
0004. It is also known in the prior art to form preforms 
from glass material which are adapted to be inserted into a 
first muffler shell Section prior to it being coupled to a 
corresponding second shell section; see U.S. Pat. No. 5,766, 
54, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer 
ence. While Such preforms are acceptable in performance, 
they add additional cost to the muffler due to the manufac 
turing Steps necessary to form the preforms. 
0005 Hence, there is a need for an improved, low-cost 
muffler outer shell filling process which can be used to fill 
muffler shells such as clam-type muffler shells. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. This need is met by the present invention, wherein 
a proceSS is provided for filling a clam-type muffler shell 
using a form having open ends. The form is placed over one 
muffler shell part and/or an internal shell Structure Such as a 
pair of internal shell plates, which define at least one 
channel. The form is filled with a fibrous material. There 
after, the form is removed and another muffler shell part is 
placed over the one part and/or the internal shell Structure. 
The form defines a temporary container or mold for the 
fibrous material. A partial vacuum is preferably drawn 
through the channel during this proceSS Such that the fibrous 
material is pulled inside the form and later within a cavity 
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defined by the muffler shell parts. It is noted that as the other 
muffler shell part is brought into contact with the one part 
and/or the internal shell Structure, an increase in air Velocity 
between those parts occurs due to the vacuum. The increased 
air Velocity results in any glass fibers extending out beyond 
the edges of the shell parts and the internal Shell Structure 
being pulled inwardly inside an inner cavity of the muffler 
shell. 

0007. In accordance with a first aspect of the present 
invention, a process is provided for filling a muffler shell 
with fibrous material comprising the Steps of: providing a 
muffler shell comprising first and second muffler shell outer 
parts which define an internal cavity when coupled together 
and an internal Structure adapted to extend at least part way 
through the shell internal cavity for defining at least one 
channel having one or more openings communicating with 
the shell internal cavity; placing a form over at least one of 
the internal Structure and the first muffler shell part; drawing 
a partial vacuum through a first end of the channel; feeding 
fibrous material into the form while drawing a partial 
Vacuum through the channel; removing the form after the 
fibrous material feeding Step; and positioning the Second 
muffler shell part over at least one of the internal structure 
and the first muffler shell part. 
0008. The partial vacuum may also be drawn through the 
channel after the form is removed and during the positioning 
Step. 

0009. The form may comprise a structure having upper 
and lower open Sections and an outer perimeter shaped like 
that of one or both of the first and second shell parts. 
0010. The feeding step may comprise the steps of pro 
Viding a nozzle, feeding continuous Strand material and 
preSSurized air into the nozzle Such that a wool-type product 
emerges from the nozzle; and positioning the nozzle adja 
cent to or in the form Such that the wool-type product is fed 
into the form. 

0011. In a first embodiment, the internal structure com 
prises one or more perforated pipes which define one or 
more channels. In a Second embodiment, the internal Struc 
ture comprises a pair of Stamped plates in face-to-face 
relationship which define the at least one channel. The 
Stamped plates may be coupled together before or after the 
feeding Step. The plates may be welded together, bolted 
together, or coupled together using any other conventional 
coupling arrangement. 
0012. The positioning step may comprise the step of 
positioning the Second muffler shell part over the plates. The 
method may further comprise the Steps of placing the plates 
over a deformable panel prior to the feeding Step and 
removing the plates from the deformable panel after the 
Second shell part has been positioned over the plates. 
0013 The placing step may comprise the Step of placing 
the form over a first side of the pair of stamped plates. The 
method may further comprise the Steps of: placing the form 
over a Second Side of the pair of Stamped plates, drawing a 
partial vacuum through the first end of the channel; feeding 
fibrous material into the form while drawing a partial 
vacuum through the channel and with the form over the 
Second Side of the plates, removing the form after the fibrous 
material feeding Step; and positioning the first muffler shell 
part over the plates and the Second muffler Shell part. 
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0.014. The process further comprises the step of coupling 
the first and Second muffler shell parts together. 
0.015. In accordance with a second aspect of the present 
invention, a muffler is provided which is filled with fibrous 
material in accordance with the process comprising the Steps 
of providing a muffler shell comprising first and Second 
muffler shell outer parts which define an internal cavity 
when coupled together and an internal Structure adapted to 
extend at least part way through the Shell internal cavity for 
defining at least one channel having one or more openings 
communicating with the shell internal cavity; placing a form 
over at least one of the internal structure and the first muffler 
shell part; drawing a partial vacuum through a first end of the 
channel; feeding fibrous material into the form while draw 
ing a partial vacuum through the channel; removing the form 
after the fibrous material feeding Step; and positioning the 
Second muffler shell part over at least one of the internal 
structure and the first muffler shell part. 
0016. In accordance with a third aspect of the present 
invention, a process is provided for filling a muffler shell 
with fibrous material comprising the Steps of: providing a 
muffler shell comprising first and Second muffler shell parts 
which define an internal cavity when coupled together and 
an internal Structure adapted to extend at least part way 
through the shell internal cavity for defining at least one 
channel having one or more openings communicating with 
the shell internal cavity; placing a form over at least one of 
the internal Structure and the first shell part; drawing a partial 
Vacuum through a first end of the channel; feeding fibrous 
material into the form; removing the form after the fibrous 
material feeding Step; and positioning the Second muffler 
shell part over at least one of the internal Structure and the 
first shell part. 
0.017. The partial vacuum may be drawn through the 
channel during the fibrous material feeding Step, after the 
form is removed and during the positioning Step. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.018 FIG. 1 illustrates a pair of stamped internal muffler 
plates positioned over a deformable panel; 

0019 FIG. 2 illustrates the filling of a form placed over 
a first plate with fibrous material; 
0020 FIG. 3 illustrates the fibrous material and plates 
after the form has been removed; 

0021 FIG. 4 illustrates a first shell placed over the 
fibrous material and plates illustrated in FIG. 3; 
0022 FIG. 5 illustrates the first shell and plates rotated 
and placed on a Support; 

0023 FIG. 6 illustrates the filling of the form placed over 
a Second plate with fibrous material; 

0024 FIG. 7 illustrates the fibrous material, plates and 
first shell after the form is removed; 

0025 FIG. 8 illustrates a second shell placed over the 
fibrous material, the plates and the first shell as well as the 
welding of the plates and shells together; 

0026 FIG. 9 illustrates the completed muffler filled in 
accordance with the process illustrated in FIGS. 1-8; 
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0027 FIG. 10 is a view taken along section line 10-10 in 
FIG. 9; 

0028 FIG. 10A illustrates a form constructed in accor 
dance with an alternative embodiment; 
0029 FIG. 11 is a perspective view a first muffler shell 
of a Second muffler type filled in accordance with the present 
invention; 
0030 FIG. 12 is a perspective view of the shell illus 
trated in FIG. 11 along with a perforated pipe structure; 
0031 FIG. 13 illustrates the filling of a form placed over 
the first shell with fibrous material; 

0032 FIG. 14 illustrated the fibrous material, first shell 
and perforated pipe Structure after the form is removed; 
0033 FIG.15 illustrates the muffler after the second shell 
has been placed over the first shell, the fibrous material and 
the perforated pipe Structure; 
0034 FIG. 16 is a perspective view of the completed 
muffler filled in accordance with the process illustrated in 
FIGS. 11-15; and 

0035 FIG. 17 is a view taken along section line 17-17 in 
FIG. 16. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

0036) A process is provided for filling mufflers with 
fibrous material. Mufflers filled in accordance with the 
present invention are capable of being incorporated into 
vehicle exhaust Systems and function as acoustic attenua 
torS. 

0037 Referring now to FIG. 1, a pair of stamped internal 
muffler plates 10 and 12 are shown provided over a deform 
able panel 13 made, for example, from a polymeric material. 
Each plate 10 and 12 is provided with a raised section 10a, 
See FIG. 1, and 12a, see FIG. 5, which, when the plates 10 
and 12 are placed in face-to-face relationship, define a 
channel 14. While only a single channel is shown in the 
illustrated embodiment, two or more channels may be 
defined by a plurality of raised sections in each plate 10 and 
12. The channel 14 is provided with outer ends 14a and 14b 
adapted to receive or otherwise be coupled to vehicle 
exhaust pipes (not shown). The raised sections 10a and 12a 
are provided with a plurality of open louvers 10b and 12b. 
It is contemplated that openings or perforations may be 
provided in place of the louvers 10b and 12b. As will be 
discussed below, the internal plates 10 and 12 are positioned 
between first and second outer shells 60 and 62 (also referred 
to herein as shell Outer parts) which, together with fibrous 
material 40, define a muffler 70, see FIG. 9. 

0038 A form 30 having open upper and lower ends 30a 
and 30b is positioned over the plates 10 and 12, see FIG. 2. 
The form 30 may be formed from a substantially clear or 
opaque polymeric material, a metal, wood, or other rigid 
material. The form 30 preferably is shaped so as to extend 
about the outer periphery of the plates 10 and 12. The side 
walls 30c-30f of the form 30 are located in vertical planes in 
the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 2. 

0039. A nozzle 31 of a conventional texturizing device 32 
is used to fill the form 30 with fibrous material 40. Such a 
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device 32 is disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,569,471 and 
5,976,453, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein 
by reference. 
0040 Prior to the fibrous material 40 filling operation, a 
conduit 20, extending from a conventional vacuum Source 
22, is coupled to end 14a of the channel 14, see FIG. 1. 
While the vacuum source 22 is activated, a plate 50 is 
positioned over open end 14b of the channel 14 to prevent 
air from being drawn through that end. Hence, a partial 
vacuum is drawn through the louvers 10b and 12b Such that 
air is removed or drawn out of the form 30 via the channel 
14. The form 30 is then filled with fibrous material 40, 
preferably while the vacuum source 22 is activated. This 
occurs by placing the nozzle 31 just above or extending it 
into the open end 30a of the form 30, see FIG.2. Continuous 
Strand material 40a and pressurized air are then Supplied to 
the texturizing device 32 until a desired amount of fibrous 
material 40 is provided in the form 40. The pressurized air 
is Supplied from a conventional compressor 48, which 
communicates with the device 32 via a hose 48a. The 
continuous Strand material 40a comprises one or more 
Strands each of which may comprise a plurality of glass 
filaments Selected from the group consisting of E-glass 
filaments and S-glass filaments. Preferably, the continuous 
Strand material comprises a roving Sold by Owens Corning 
under the trademark ADVANTEXE) or the trademark Zen 
Tren". The pressurized air Separates and entangles the 
filaments of the strand material 40a So that the strand 
material emerges from the nozzle 31 as a continuous length 
of “fluffed-up” or fibrous material 40. The form 30 may be 
filled partially or completely depending upon the amount of 
fibrous material 40 required to achieve a desired muffler 
acoustic absorption rate. It is Submitted that one skilled in 
the art will be able to determine the quantity or density of 
fibrous material 40 to be provided in the form 30 to achieve 
the absorption performance desired for a particular muffler 
filled using the process of this invention. 
0041 After the form 30 is filled with a desired amount of 
fibrous material 40, it is removed, see FIG. 3. Preferably, the 
vacuum source 22 remains activated after the form 30 is 
removed. Once the form 30 is removed, the fibrous material 
40 has Sufficient Structural integrity that it maintains gener 
ally the same shape it had while in the form 30. 
0042. One of the shells 60 and 62, the first shell 60 in the 
illustrated embodiment, is then placed over the plates 10 and 
12 Such that it rests on top of plate 10, see FIG. 4. The shell 
60 and the plates 10 and 12 may be temporarily or perma 
nently coupled together at this juncture via welding, fasten 
erS or clips. 
0043. The plates 10 and 12 and the first shell 60 are then 
removed from the deformable panel 13, rotated and posi 
tioned on support 130, see FIG. 5. Next, the form 30 is 
positioned over plate 12. The form 30 is then filled with a 
desired amount of fibrous material 40 using texturizing 
device 32, preferably while the vacuum source 22 is acti 
vated, see FIG. 6. 

0044) After the form 30 is filled with a desired amount of 
fibrous material 40, the form 30 is removed, see FIG. 7. 
With the vacuum Source 22 continuing to draw air through 
the conduit 14, the second shell 62 is positioned over the 
plate 12. It is noted that as the muffler shell 62 is brought into 
contact with the plate 12, an increase in air Velocity between 
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those parts occurs due to the vacuum. The increased air 
Velocity results in any glass fibers extending out beyond the 
edges of the shell 62 and plate 12 being pulled inwardly 
inside an inner cavity defined by the shell 62 and the plate 
12. 

0045. Thereafter, the plates 10 and 12 and the shells 60 
and 62 are coupled together via a welding operation using a 
welding apparatus 80, see FIG. 8. Alternatively, the plates 
10 and 12 and the shells 60 and 62 may be coupled together 
using bolts, clips, bands or like fastening devices. 
0046. In an alternative embodiment illustrated in FIG. 
10A, where like elements are referenced by like numerals, a 
modified form 300 is shown. The form 300 comprises four 
side walls 300a (only two of which are illustrated in FIG. 
10A). Each side wall 300a comprises an angled first portion 
300b and a generally horizontal second portion 300c. The 
second portions 300c define a fill opening 300d. The form 
300 is filled with fibrous material 40 by placing the nozzle 
31 of the texturizing device 32 just above or extending it into 
the opening 300d. Continuous strand material 40a and 
preSSurized air are then Supplied to the texturizing device 32 
until a desired amount of fibrous material 40 is provided in 
the form. The form 300 is then removed and the second shell 
62 is positioned over the plate 12, see FIGS. 7 and 8. 
Thereafter, the plates 10 and 12 and the shells 60 and 62 are 
coupled together via a welding operation, bolts, clips, bands, 
etc. 

0047 The fibrous filling process of the present invention 
may also be used to fill a clam type muffler shell 80 devoid 
of first and second internal plates, see FIG. 16. Such a 
process will be discussed with reference to FIGS. 11-17, 
where like reference numerals indicate like elements. 

0048. In FIG. 11, a first outer shell 90 of the muffler 80 
is illustrated. In FIG. 12, an internal structure 100 compris 
ing a perforated pipe Structure 102 with first and Second ends 
104 and 106 is shown positioned in the shell 90. The pipe 
structure 102 defines a channel 102a. 

0049. A form 120 having open upper and lower ends 
120a and 120b is positioned over the first shell 90, see FIG. 
13. The form 120 has an outer perimeter which has a shape 
similar to the outer perimeter of the shell 90. The form 120 
may be formed from any one of the materials Set out above 
from which the form 30 is formed. The form 120 is posi 
tioned on an outer edge 90a of the first shell 90 and may be 
Secured to the first shell 90, if necessary, using, for example, 
adhesive tape. 
0050. The texturizing device 32 discussed above is used 
to fill the form 120 with fibrous material 40. 

0051 Prior to the fibrous material 40 filling operation, a 
conduit 200, extending from a conventional vacuum Source 
22, is coupled to end 104 of the perforated pipe structure 
102, see FIG. 13. While the vacuum Source 22 is activated, 
a plate 500 is positioned over open end 106 of the pipe 
structure 102 to prevent air from being drawn through this 
end. Hence, a partial vacuum is drawn through the perfora 
tions in the pipe structure 102 such that air is removed or 
drawn out of the form 120 via the perforated pipe structure 
102. The form 120 is then filled with fibrous material 40, 
preferably while the vacuum source 22 is activated. The 
nozzle 31 is positioned just above or extended into the open 
end 120a of the form 120, see FIG. 13. Continuous strand 
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material and preSSurized air are Supplied to the texturizing 
device 32 until a desired amount of fibrous material 40 is 
provided in the form 120. The pressurized air is supplied 
from a conventional compreSSor 48, which communicates 
with the device 32 via a hose 48a. The continuous strand 
material comprises one or more Strands each of which may 
comprise a plurality of glass filaments Selected from the 
group consisting of E-glass filaments and S-glass filaments. 
Preferably, the continuous Strand material comprises a rov 
ing sold by Owens Corning under the trademark ADVAN 
TEX(R) or the trademark Zen TrenTM. The pressurized air 
Separates and entangles the filaments of the Strand material 
So that the Strand material emerges from the nozzle 31 as a 
continuous length of “fluffed-up' or fibrous material 40. The 
form 120 may be filled partially or completely depending 
upon the amount of fibrous material 40 required to achieve 
a desired acoustic absorption rate for the muffler 80. 
0052. After the form 120 is filled with a desired amount 
of fibrous material 40, it is removed, see FIG. 14. Prefer 
ably, the vacuum Source 22 remains activated after the form 
120 is removed. 

0053) The second shell 92 is then placed over the first 
shell 90, see FIG. 15. As the distance between the shells 90 
and 92 decreases as they come together, the Velocity of the 
air being drawn between those two shells 90 and 92 via the 
Vacuum device 22 increases. This increased air Velocity 
causes any glass fibers of the fibrous material 40 extending 
outwardly from the outer edges of the two shells 90 and 92 
to be drawn into an inner cavity defined by the shells 90 and 
92. This is advantageous as any glass fibers extending out 
from the outer edges of the shells 90 and 92 may have a 
detrimental impact on the Weld at that point, i.e., may cause 
a void in the Weld, and exposed fibers are aesthetically 
undesirable. 

0054) The shells 90 and 92 are then coupled together via 
a conventional rolling, crimping, See FIG. 15, or welding 
process. Alternatively, the shells 90 and 92 may be coupled 
together using bolts, clips, bands or like fastening devices. 
0.055 While certain representative embodiments and 
details have been shown for purposes of illustrating the 
invention, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
various changes in the methods and apparatus disclosed 
herein may be made without departing from the Scope of the 
invention, which is defined in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A process for filling a muffler shell with fibrous material 
comprising the Steps of: 

providing a muffler shell comprising first and Second 
muffler shell outer parts which define an internal cavity 
when coupled together and an internal Structure 
adapted to extend at least part way through the shell 
internal cavity for defining at least one channel having 
one or more openings communicating with the Shell 
internal cavity; 

placing a form over at least one of Said internal Structure 
and said first muffler shell part; 

drawing a partial vacuum through a first end of Said 
channel; 

feeding fibrous material into Said form while drawing a 
partial vacuum through Said channel; 
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removing Said form after Said fibrous material feeding 
Step; and 

positioning Said Second muffler shell part over at least one 
of Said internal Structure and Said first muffler shell part. 

2. A process as Set forth in claim 1, wherein Said partial 
Vacuum is also drawn through Said channel after Said form 
is removed and during Said positioning Step. 

3. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 1, wherein Said form 
comprises a structure having upper and lower open Sections 
and an outer perimeter shaped like that of each of Said first 
and Second shell parts. 

4. A process as Set forth in claim 1, wherein Said feeding 
Step comprises the Steps of 

providing a nozzle; 
feeding continuous Strand material and preSSurized air 

into Said nozzle Such that a wool-type product emerges 
from Said nozzle; and 

positioning Said nozzle adjacent to or in Said form Such 
that Said wool-type product is fed into Said form. 

5. A process as Set forth in claim 1, wherein Said internal 
Structure comprises a perforated pipe. 

6. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 1, wherein Said internal 
Structure comprises a pair of Stamped plates in face-to-face 
relationship which define Said at least one channel. 

7. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 6, wherein Said Stamped 
plates are coupled together before Said feeding Step. 

8. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 6, wherein Said Stamped 
plates are coupled together after Said feeding Step. 

9. A process as Set forth in claim 6, wherein said posi 
tioning Step comprises the Step of positioning Said Second 
muffler shell part over Said plates and further comprising the 
Steps of placing Said plates over a deformable panel prior to 
Said feeding Step and removing Said plates from Said 
deformable panel after Said Second Shell part has been 
positioned over Said plates. 

10. A process as Set forth in claim 9, wherein Said placing 
Step comprising placing Said form over a first Side of Said 
pair of Stamped plates and further comprising the Steps of: 

placing Said form over a Second Side of Said pair of 
Stamped plates, 

drawing a partial vacuum through Said first end of Said 
channel; 

feeding fibrous material into Said form while drawing a 
partial vacuum through Said channel and with Said form 
Over Said Second Side of Said plates, 

removing Said form after Said fibrous material feeding 
Step; and 

positioning Said first muffler Shell part over Said plates and 
Said Second muffler shell part. 

11. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 10, further comprising 
the Step of coupling Said first and Second muffler shell parts 
together. 

12. A muffler filled with fibrous material in accordance 
with the proceSS Set out in claim 1. 

13. A process for filling a muffler shell with fibrous 
material comprising the Steps of: 

providing a muffler shell comprising first and Second 
muffler shell parts which define an internal cavity when 
coupled together and an internal Structure adapted to 
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extend at least part way through the shell internal cavity 
for defining at least one channel having one or more 
openings communicating with the shell internal cavity; 

placing a form over at least one of Said internal Structure 
and Said first shell part; 

drawing a partial vacuum through a first end of Said 
channel; 

feeding fibrous material into Said form; 
removing Said form after Said fibrous material feeding 

Step; and 
positioning Said Second muffler shell part over at least one 

of Said internal Structure and Said first shell part. 
14. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 13, wherein Said partial 

Vacuum is also drawn through Said channel during Said 
fibrous material feeding Step, after Said form is removed and 
during Said positioning Step. 

15. A process as set forth in claim 13, wherein said 
feeding Step comprises the Steps of 

providing a nozzle, 
feeding continuous Strand material and pressurized air 

into Said nozzle Such that a wool-type product emerges 
from Said nozzle; and 

positioning Said nozzle adjacent to or in Said form Such 
that Said wool-type product is fed into Said form. 

16. A process as Set forth in claim 13, wherein Said 
internal Structure comprises a perforated pipe. 
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17. A process as set forth in claim 13, wherein said 
internal Structure comprises a pair of Stamped plates in 
face-to-face relationship So as to define Said at least one 
channel. 

18. A process as set forth in claim 17, wherein said 
positioning Step comprises the Step of positioning Said 
Second muffler shell part over Said plates and further com 
prising the Steps of placing Said plates over a deformable 
panel prior to Said feeding Step and removing Said plates 
from Said deformable panel after Said Second shell part has 
been positioned over Said plates. 

19. A proceSS as Set forth in claim 18, wherein Said placing 
Step comprising placing Said form over a first Side of Said 
pair of Stamped plates and further comprising the Steps of: 

placing Said form over a Second Side of Said pair of 
Stamped plates, 

drawing a partial vacuum through Said first end of Said 
channel; 

feeding fibrous material into Said form while drawing a 
partial vacuum through Said channel and with Said form 
Over Said Second Side of Said plates, 

removing Said form after Said fibrous material feeding 
Step; and 

positioning Said first muffler Shell part over Said plates and 
Said Second muffler shell part. 
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